CARE
For the leader in you,
Simple framework to create, foster and enable meaningful connections.
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Why organizations
need more CARE?

Good news :
You already CARE

C… uriosity
A… uthenticity
R… espect
E… mpathy

C… uriosity
... with an open mind and heart, assume that
the person knows something that will change
unexpectedly how you live, think, act or
listen.

A… uthenticity
... embracing who we are,
with our values, intentions,
limitations and mistakes,
and being truthful about
who we are to ourselves and
to everyone around.

In pairs discuss…
…an exemple of curiosity or
authenticity you witnessed
…the impact it created

3 minutes

Benefits of being curious and authentic I witnessed:
… inspires a deep sense of value and confidence
… creates a safe space for an authentic dialogue
… deepens the bond between people

Few situations in which I have seen benefits of curiosity and authenticity:
… conflict situation between team members
… mentoring a person during his/her career
… when personnally attacked

Learning-oriented questions:
Questions enabling knowledge creation about the situation;
knowledge exploration in more important then finding the
perfect answer.
Ambiguous,
© Adam Kahane

Personal (focussed on the individual),
Creating a feeling of anxiety
Ex: As for you, which issues is the Scrum Master trying to influence by
employing these practices ?
'You are one of the worst scum I have ever met - you are one
of the reasons why our work has become a nightmare since
Scrum has been introduced to our staff. I spent months
trying to forget about my job at SoftwareCompany during a
burnout I am starting to recover from because of frauds like
you to promote this way of working.'

Frédéric, 27 years old developer

Nonviolent Communication:
Impact presented from your personnal perspective
in a non-threatening manner
When ________ (describe action)
I feel ________ (share feeling) because I have
A need for ________ (state need).
Would you consider _________ ? (make request)

© Dr. Marshall Rosenberg

A few things that may hinder our curiosity…
… our own fears of appearing ignorant, weak or
unworthy of interest
… our own perceived bounds of conventional
‘professionalism’
… our own unverified perceptions of ‘how it
would look like’
And our authenticity…
…our fear of being judged, laughed at, rejected
…our internal narrative that we created to
protect ourselves from being hurt
…our underestimation of our own worthiness

R… espect
... accepting another person as a unique,
sound and able human being acting with
good intent, coming with her/his own
background, values, fears and dreams.

E… mpathy
... a willingness to relate to another
person's emotions by accepting them as
they are expressed, without any
judgement and in their raw state.

In pairs discuss…
…a situation when you as a leader
lacked respect or empathy
…the impact it created

3 minutes

Benefits of respect and empathy I saw:
… gratitude
… foundation for trust
… empowerement, feeling supported

Few situations in which I have seen benefits of respect and empathy:
… helping create a safe environment for a new team
… coaching managers during transitions
… when I needed to let someone go

Empathy map:
Simple template facilitating the thought process of empathizing

© David Gray

Jocelyn is a great guy. Fun to work with, easy-going, engaging,
incredibly bright. First time when we met the bond was easy to
create - some people just 'have it', this natural ability to create
connections.
Two years later, despite all this Jocelyn is struggling a lot and
doesn't seem to enjoy himself. His work has always yielded very
poor results, even with help, feedback, pairing, learning
opportunities and mentoring he had experienced during these
years. Respect around Jocelyn from his team mates is long gone,
still no one is ready to act because we don't want to hurt him...

It is personnal!
Don’t shy from direct forms of conversation
© Richness of communication channels, A. Cockburn

A few things that may hinder our respect…
… our past hurt from being not respected
ourselves
… our assumption of wrongful intent based on
our perception of the situation
… a feeling of being personnally attacked by
someone’s expression of beliefs/opinions
And our empathy…
…our pronness to narrate, categorize, interpret
…our perception of the other person based on
our past interactions
…our defense-mechanism favoring less energyconsumming forms of communication

Environment is critical
Answer personnally these seven questions:
(1 – I strongly agree - 7 – I strongly disagree)

Within my team (department/organization)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If I make a mistake, it’s often held against me.
Members of this team are able to bring up problems & tough issues
People in this team sometimes reject others for being different
It’s safe to take a risk on this team
It’s difficult to ask other members of this team for help
No one on this team would deliberatly act in a way to undermine my
efforts
7. Working with members of this team, my unique skills and talents are
valued and utilized

Ref: A. Edmondson

Questions : 1, 3 & 5 – reverse scoring, i.e. 1 equals 7 points, 2 = 6 etc.
Questions : 2, 4, 6 & 7 – normal scoring, i.e. 1 equals 1 point

2 minutes
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Psychological safety
A shared belief held by members of a team that the team is safe for
interpersonal risk taking. (A. Edmondston, 1999)

Interpersonnal risk refers to the risk perceived by an individual that
showing one’s true self will have negative consequences in terms of
image, status or career.
We have a genetic bias leading us to favor a short-term confort over a long-term
benefit, if the interpersonnal risk is perceived as important.
‘Silence is golden’

Google, Aristotle project, 2016 – psychological safety is THE ultimate
predicator of a team’s performance.

CARE starts with yourself!
You need neither a title nor an approval to lead.
In the age of accelerations, we need less expertise, less heroism and more
human-oriented leadership
… start small, maybe with your spouse/friend first
… be mindful of the impact you create
… notice how it changes you
… ask for authentic feedback
… be patient, it’s not easy at first
… remember to reflect on your fears as you move forward
‘In order for connection to happen, we have to allow ourselves to be seen’
Brene Brown, ‘Daring Greatly’

Remember, you have become who you are today because of
exceptionnal leaders who CAREd about you.

Zoé, too young for conferences
Paweł, enabler & father
www.leadwithcare.org

